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’S NOTE
Dear Readers,

From miserable to tractable, weather of spring is here again to bring colorful cherishment 
around the globe. With its glorious sceneries, SPRING allows us to feel reinvigorated and 
change our surroundings and attires into radiance. 

This month’s publication features women with the motive to spread importance of women 
in the significance of Women’s Day. We have a special inscription for all to understand and 
realize the role of Women in our lives and their character impact in this society. We have 
also highlighted Divine Bridal Show and ANEB event conducted in Montreal enthralling you 
with wonderful picture compilation. 

This issue will be useful to our viewers in all aspects as our editors have included enlightening 
articles about focus, ethics, relationship, health and psychology. You will find very helpful 
readings for your beauty and important needs in your lifestyle. Syncmag has also brought 
some latest spring fashion list and colorful picture collection this issue.

Brace yourself to see highlights from Oscars and some luscious healthy recipes of smoothies 
to enhance your healthy standard of living. Also find out best restaurants in Montreal to visit 
assembled for you all to have a good time of contentment.

At the end Syncmag never forgets to put out interesting news and sports section for our 
lovely readers.

Happy Spring!

Syncmag Team
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International Divine Bridal Show 2017

I DO the words everyone has waited to hear in anticipation on this day...
3rd edition of Divine Bridal Show, a project created by Fabienne Sylvester 3 years ago on request that 
there was something missing in Montreal a fusion of cultures based on weddings which seemed to be 
lacking in this category. With her talented team of professionals once again they decided to continue the 
Project this 2017 Feb that took place at La Plaza. The day started off with a live band, sharing the lyrics of 
cultural music, following with the Foods being distributed throughout the show was a great treat.

Holding in the vision of international cultures and beautiful music, the day followed by a cultural fashion 
show, which included Japan’s, Pakistani, Algerian, Moroccan and modest cultures. The colors the models 
executed the beautiful attire and rituals of each faith. It was like taking a step into another world not only 
learning but admiring the extraordinary costumes that the designers displayed.

Alshakour show cased a made to measure collection full of color and couture, followed by the stunning 
embroidered collection from Fab Design Pakistani collection for men and women, of course the Moroccan 
designer had the rich full attire that brought us into a world of fantasy, and Algerian was intricate and 
sensual giving a sense of romance. Moore’s been our tuxedo and suits for men attire.We also had the 
pleasure of admiring beautiful evening gowns for the mother of the bride & groom from Elizabeth Francelle 
collection. Of course Pristine known for their beautiful modest bridal gowns which were breathtaking. 
Then we went across the world to encounter Japan, the costumes and rituals were extraordinary.

Ma Chérie Blue Bridal closed our show with 15 beautiful, haute couture mystical white fairytale gowns... 
it was magical. This international show was an experience not to be forgotten. It not only gave us the 
opportunity to learn about these beautiful cultures but also gave us a step into another culture and taught 
many to appreciate the diversity we have here in Montréal.

Proud to say the cultural infusion was a success...
The models came from all around help us execute this event...
As well as the collaborations of all our talented vendors that made the event extend to the higher level.
Let’s see what is in store for 2018, get your passports ready we will be taking you on a voyage...
 
Suhaila Niazi 
Fashion Editor & Celebrity Journalist 
SyncMag 
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GREEN WITH 
ENVY

Evil eye, jealousy, and malicious glare.
This is a curse believed to be done by a person 
when they are unaware, un-knowledgeable 
or your situation.

This is widely among many Mediterranean 
and Asian tribes and cultures.It’s very funny 
how our society seems to be more ready to 
shun a situation then to be happy or proud of 
someone’s accomplishments.

We as human tend to show our successes 
more than our failures, hoping we get some 
sort of gratitude when in reality we should 
not be seeking this from anyone, but our All 
mighty.

Which brings me to this article, I know we 
believe we are all brought to this world 
to be strong, successful, smart and most 
importantly humble, seeing someone’s 
success is suppose to be encouragement 
for oneself to give us a drive a sense of 
hope, to give us the ability to perform great 
achievements.

I have seen and experienced much evil eye in 
my life time and have learned to understand 
that it is sadly a part of our society, we like it or not .. New shoes, new car, big home why do we need gratitude 
or acknowledgement?

Is it because we are not satisfied with our own gratitude, our own successes?
Hmmmm, a question we should ask our self really, I believe it’s a human behavior that had been embedded in us 
from a young age, now I could say is that our elders or our educators or our culture that has brought this upon us 
or are we just the generation that needs to tweet or Facebook or successes instantly for acceptance.

I know this seems a little strange to those who don’t believe in these malevolent glares.

They do exist, to such an extent, that they have ruined people’s lives.
Protect yourself and your loved ones.. this world is a beautiful place let’s not turn it in an evil one .. 

TOO MUCH ENVY IS NOT A GOOD THING...

BY: SUHAILA NIAZI

For information contact:

514-360-3760
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A DAY WITHOUT WOMAN
Woman:  the power to create, encourage and renovate! The 
word ‘woman’ summons up the metaphors of altruistic love, 
care and affection. At the same time, women ignite the spirit 
of influence and optimism. Unfortunately, across the world, 
women had to fight for their self-government and protection of 
rights. Since decades, women had struggled and are 
still fighting to express their right to speech, 
to vote, to parity, to education, to earnings 
and most prominently, to freedom.

Women can help the society in various ways. They can engage in social 
activities and work for the betterment of the society.

Youthful educated girls can get engaged in a profession of her choice. We need 
more doctors, engineers, software developers, and social workers. The world 
cannot grow at good pace unless women come forward and take initiative for 
the progress works. They can contribute extremely in the field of health care. 
Women education will also improve the level of sanitation and hygiene.

As a mother, her role in the development of the emotional psychosomatic 
aspect of the new born child has been also very considerable. She was not only 
the originator and maintainer of her child but an educator and disciplinarian 
as well.

The woman is now an important appliance of social change. The extent of 
woman’s participation in the community life is thus the measure of social 
change.

Women’s interest and participation in social life is increasing. This development 
is also the result of women’s education and secularization of social values. 
Women are participating in social organizations and are developing taste for 
leading a life of social involvement. Their interest in social and cultural activities 
is increasing. They have growing interest in travel and literary activities.

In modern times, many benefit organizations for the women have sprung up. The 
women are flattering active members of these organizations and contributing 
their mite to the women’s welfare. Some of the welfare organizations have 
been formed at the national and state level and most of them are at local level.

Women who were the most latent segment of world population 
have now become active participants in all walks of life. Till 

now, they were only unit of the family association. Now, women 
are becoming not only a noteworthy unit of the society but also 

influencing the course of social change in society.

Women are an important element of our Society. The modern 
society has started acknowledging the individual identity of 

women. She is believed to have her ambition, abilities and traits 
as a man does have and it is also agreed that she should have 
the opportunities to develop her faculties and to express them 

according to her own choice.

Women SpecialWomen Special
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Saira Rizwan Heritage Collection 16-17

Fashion designer Saira Rizwan celebrated the successful launch of her 
unstitched luxury Heritage Collection, in collaboration with Jehanzeb Fabrics, 

through an exclusive preview held at her flagship store.
Collection: Heritage 16/17
Shot by: Abdullah Haris 
Styling: Mehek Rizvi
Jewellery: Gold by Reama Malik 
Model: Meera Ansari

SHOOT CREDITS
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Spring 
Flavors 

And 
Attires

Colors which bring sight to the 
eyes making us wonder about 
the beauty of world’s nature 

have finally exhibited us with its 
fragrance and splendor. Spring 

has arrived spreading its 
magnificence of color, flowers 

and marvelous sceneries. 
Spring conditions us to wear 

bright, vibrant and lively 
clothes with its glory of nature. 

It’s time to cover your garden 
with immensely beautiful 

variety of plants of flowers, 
wear some nice vivid pair 

of clothes and celebrate the 
season of joy and color with 

wonderful ambiance.

Sync Season Sync Season
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Girls Makeup 
Bag Necessities

Concealer
To help yourself restrain from 
looking tired or completely dull, 
you should have concealer in 
your purse to hide your under eye 
bags. It’s very common to have 
extreme dark circles and covering 
them up is most important to 
look fresh and gorgeous.

Lipstick
Sometimes lipstick makes 
you look even more 
gorgeous and revitalizing 
when at any place. 
Always carry a good 
neutral or favorite lipstick 
shade which looks good 
on you.

Primer
Primer is the most important thing to 
have in your bag always because it 
makes your skin looks smoother and 
applies makeup very firmly giving you 
refreshing texture.

Mosturizer
What if your skin is dried in midway? 
Drier skin looks rough so you should 
look hydrated every time in every place. 
Place a lotion or moisturizer to keep 
yourself look ravishing. 

Tinted Lip Balm
Well, obviously dry and dull lips give you 
very inactive and fatal look, so a tinted 
lip balm is necessary. Give your lips 
shine and color to make your smile even 
brighter.

Mascara
Eyes are main feature so something 
should be there to give your eyes 
nice look. If you don’t like eye 
shadows apply mascara to give 
natural stunning look.

Body Cologne 
It’s very bad impression when you don’t 
smell good around somebody or at any 
place so always has a small body spray 
or perfume with you to smell good and be 
pleasant around everybody.

Eyeliner 
Your eyes require eye liner or eye pencil to 
enhance their beauty. Sometimes when in 
emergency, you need to go somewhere; 
eyeliner should be with you to give you 
attractive look. 

E
5 DIY

SCRUBS FOR 

YOUR SKIN

Honey-Orange ScrubGround Oats And 

Tomato Scrub

Exfoliation is very necessary for your skin and 

body to let it breathe and make it refreshing 

again. You should be using scrubs every 2 

times a week to give your skin smoothness and 

nourishment. There is no need for an expensive 

high quality cream or treatment necessarily to 

maintain your skin. You can make these DIY 

scrubs at home to give your skin best tone and 

texture. 

Honey will beautify your tone and make your skin shine like no other way possible with the combination of orange. Combine orange peel powder and oats in equal amounts (two tablespoons each) and mix one tablespoon of honey. Adjust the consistency to a thick paste, with a little water. Apply on clean skin using very mild upward and small circular strokes. Let it sit on face for a couple of minutes and then rinse well. 

Curd And Papaya Scrub
Papaya and curd both are highly effective 

for the better consistency and touch of 

your skin. Papaya will not only tighten 

pores but will illuminate your skin with the 

help of curd. Mix half-a-cup of ripe mashed 

papaya with two tablespoons of hung 

curd, three drops of lemon juice and one 

tablespoon of honey. 

Lemon scrub for your 
hands, feet

Lemon is a natural brightening ingredient and makes your skin color lighten to your best possible reach. You just have to take one lime and slice into half. Hold both the halves in your hands and dip into powdered sugar. Now, scrub your hands and feet for five minutes with this. Never use this on your face as this may harm sensitive facial skin.

Oats are very healthy for your skin and help 

your pores clogged largely to remove its 

impurities. All you need to do is to take a 

plate of ground oats and powdered sugar. 

Slice large red and ripe tomatoes. Dip 

two large thick slices of tomatoes into the 

ground oats and sugar mixture. Now rub 

your skin gently with these using circular 

motions. Tomatoes have natural bleaching 

agents and the oats soothe your skin.

Banana scrubAs banana is highly nutritional, it is not 
only used in healthy recipes but can also 
be used to enhance your beauty and make 
your skin more radiant. Take two ripe 
bananas, mash and add ground sugar. 
For hydration and moisture, add one 
tablespoon of honey. Gently massage this 
mildly fragrant pulp on your face for five 
minutes, and then wash it off with cool 
water.

Sync Beauty
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SHOPPING LIST 
SPRING

Blue Spring Look

Printed Pants!

Easy and attainable spring outfit! 
A simple denim jacket cut out 
front blouse, and distressed 
white jeans. This look will take 
you through the day and into the 
evening!

Spring comes with new colors 
and tones. Funky looks gives 
us more refreshing look. With 
this you can wear printed jeans 
with dots or something else. 
Torn pants also look good in this 
season. 

Shopping Guide

Casual Fresh 
Youngster

White Chic Jeans

Go Colorful!

This outfit is super trendy and 
the perfect springtime outfit 
inspiration!

Style yourself with white pants or jeans with 
a casual or stylish collar shirt or a T shirt with 
untailored attitude. Choose decent jewelry 
maybe in a funky way. You can go with bright 
vibrant colors. 

If you are hunting for some cute 
spring outfits inspirations, then 
look no further. Choose different 
color combination to make it 
ravishing and gorgeous. 

Shopping Guide
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MONTREAL SHAADI SHOW FLASHBACK

Sync FeatureSync Feature

FlashBack 2016

Last year over 4,000 attendees & 60 
Vendors attended the show to make the 

evening wonderful. The best part of 
the show was its first real proposal on 
the stage to which girl said “YES”….

just over whelming and so
romantic it was!  Let us see what this 

year has instore for Montreal on March 
19th 2017. 
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7
6

Le Boucan

Prince

Aldea

Le Virunga

Griffintown’s Le Boucan has doubled 
its barbecue output with an expansion 
to Rosemont.

Upscale BYOB from Montreal’s BYOB king, 
Georges Blais. There’s plenty of rich, french 
dishes with a few nods to other parts of the 
world to bring it all to life.

They serve the classics they’ve honed for years: cod 
croquettes, pork and clams, and more

This pan-African restaurant opened quietly over 
the summer, and has drawn a loyal crowd with its 
upscale plates from across the continent with a few 
Quebecois touches added on

Montreal Restaurants You Must Visit 

1 2

3 4

Oregon Marconi

Bánh Mì Bánh Yiu Elda

It’s officially 
outside 
Montreal, but 
this ranch to 
table outpost 
from a group 
of young 
upstarts could 
be just what Laval needs. The much anticipated restaurant from former 

Au Pied de Cochon chef Mehdi Brunet-Benkritly 
has landed. The menu is fresh, seasonal, and 
comforting.

Mile End finally has a reliable source 
for Vietnamese sandwiches (and iced 
coffee!) — with its shiny, store-length 
counter and a mix of classic (pork) and 
less-traditional  fillings.

A new venture from Gregory Paul of Mile 
Ex, Elda offers the mother ship’s famous 
burger, alongside a host of casual smaller 
plates ,so give it a try.

8

Sync Food Sync Food
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Sync Cuisine Sync Cuisine

World’s Best Smoothie
Slurp down this smoothie recipe at breakfast, and you’ll feel 
satisfied until lunchtime. 

Servings: 1
1 c plain nonfat yogurt
1 banana
½ c orange juice
6 frozen strawberries

Combine the yogurt, banana, juice, and strawberries for 20 
seconds. Scrape down the sides and blend for an additional 
15 seconds.

Pineapple Passion
This decadently thick smoothie recipe can even satisfy your 
desire for ice cream and it’s healthy!

Servings: 1
1 c low-fat or light vanilla yogurt
6 ice cubes
1 c pineapple chunks

Combine the yogurt and ice cubes. Blend, pulsing as 
needed, until the ice is in large chunks.
2. ADD the pineapple and blend at “whip” speed until 
smooth.

Strawberry-Kiwi Smoothie
Stay full and fight disease. This high-fiber smoothie 
recipe becomes even healthier when you use organic 
kiwis, which contain higher levels of heart-healthy 
polyphenols and vitamin C.

Servings: 4
1¼ c cold apple juice
1 ripe banana, sliced
1 kiwifruit, sliced
5 frozen strawberries
1½ tsp honey

Combine the juice, banana, kiwifruit, strawberries, and 
honey. Blend until smooth

Green Tea, Blueberry, and Banana
Antioxidant-rich green tea makes this healthy smoothie a 
nutritional powerhouse.

Servings: 1
3 Tbsp water
1 green tea bag
2 tsp honey
1½ c frozen blueberries
½ med banana
¾ c calcium fortified light vanilla soy milk

1. Microwave water on high until steaming hot in a small bowl. 
Add tea bag and allow to brew 3 minutes. Remove tea bag. Stir 
honey into tea until it dissolves.
2. Combine berries, banana, and milk in a blender with ice 
crushing ability.
3. Add tea to blender. Blend ingredients on ice crush or highest 
setting until smooth. (Some blenders may require additional water 
to process the mixture.) Pour smoothie into tall glass and serve

Orange Dream Creamsicle
Need to cool down after a tough workout or a hot day at the 
beach? Lap up this low-cal, citrus-infused healthy smoothie 
recipe.

Servings: 1
1 navel orange, peeled 
¼ c fat-free half-and-half or fat-free yogurt
2 Tbsp frozen orange juice concentrate
¼ tsp vanilla extract
4 ice cubes

Combine the orange, half-and-half or yogurt, orange juice 
concentrate, vanilla, and ice cubes. Process until smooth.
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RED CARPET
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Best picture:
“Moonlight” 

Lead actor:
Casey Affleck, “Manchester by the Sea” 

Lead actress:
Emma Stone, “La La Land” 

Supporting actor:
Mahershala Ali, “Moonlight” 

Supporting actress:
Viola Davis, “Fences” 

Best director:
“La La Land,” Damien Chazelle 

Animated feature:
“Zootopia,” Byron Howard, Rich Moore and 
Clark Spencer 

Animated short:
“Piper,” Alan Barillaro and Marc 
Sondheimer 

Adapted screenplay:
“Moonlight,” Barry Jenkins; Story by Tarell 
Alvin McCraney 

Original screenplay:
“Manchester by the Sea,” Kenneth Lonergan 

Cinematography:
“La La Land,” Linus Sandgren 

Best documentary feature:
“O.J.: Made in America,” Ezra Edelman and 
Caroline Waterlow 

Best documentary short subject:
“The White Helmets,” Orlando von Einsiedel 
and Joanna Natasegara 

Best live action short film:
“Sing,” Kristof Deak and Anna Udvardy 

Best foreign language film:
“The Salesman,” Iran 

Film editing:
“Hacksaw Ridge,” John Gilbert 

Sound editing:
“Arrival,” Sylvain Bellemare 

Sound mixing:
“Hacksaw Ridge,” Kevin O’Connell, Andy 
Wright, Robert Mackenzie and Peter Grace 

Production design:
“La La Land,” David Wasco, Sandy 
Reynolds-Wasco 

Original score:
“La La Land,” Justin Hurwitz 

Original song:
“City of Stars,” “La La Land”  Music by 
Justin Hurwitz; Lyric by Benj Pasek and 
Justin Paul 

Makeup and hair:
“Suicide Squad,” Alessandro Bertolazzi, 
Giorgio Gregorini and Christopher Nelson 

Costume design:
“Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them,” 
Colleen Atwood 

Visual effects:
“The Jungle Book,” Robert Legato, Adam 
Valdez, Andrew R. Jones and Dan Lemmon 

Winner List
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Sync Psychology

Bullying And Depression
The social values today around the world have been set for every 

particular ‘set of human being’ in any country or the culture evolving 
around us. The appearance, status, your current standards and financial 

position is what every society has put like walls in front of everyone. 
People are tied in the ropes of social norms and values in this era, 

where more focus should be given to your actual inner self. This is sadly 
leading to fakeness, hypocrisy and double standards and that is the 

biggest reason many children, teenagers and even adults face bullying 
often and become victim of an un-required depression. 

Bullying today is a very common act, people tend to enjoy unless it 
happens with them. Although some people don’t learn from their insult, 
hence continue to strive more hardly for bullying others. Appearance 

is one of the huge factors people throw tantrums for, although a 
personality can’t be judged only by your outer appearance. At the age 
of new hopes, confidence and motives in eyes, teenagers are dipping 
themselves into depression and dunking their self esteem and self-

confidence inherently down.

REASONS OF BULLYING
The reasons are very obvious but we fail to prevent them. As 
adults and teachers, we fail to teach and build children in a way 
that they stop disturbing their beliefs and abilities which are 
affected by the comment or only a look of other person. Not 
every child swipes away considerations of others into his original 
personality, many of them feel it into their veins and become a 
low key activist in any of their field. The conclusion makes them 
lower than even half of their ability to surpass any profession, 
area or field of life. The reasons include societal standards, 
elder’s high expectations, mind perceptions, competition to be 
at the top, physical perfection and co-related subjects. 

What are you doing to your Child?
Too many expectations and constantly folding your child into 
the norms and level set by others will consequently make him/
her a marionette. When anybody has to fight against freedom 
of mind, facing all the facts said and conveyed by others, he 
will sink into state of consciousness making his self confidence 
at minimal position. Parents need to focus whether their 
child is happy with themselves, is he affected by any other 
one’s comment or negative thought? Surely, a parent has 
to stop forcing their desires into their children and raise his 
confidence so that he can be able to achieve best in what he 
is actually good in.  Pulling your child to always positivity and 
complimenting him does not mean that you stop them from 
facing negativity of society and make him weak, instead let him 

face the negative situations with more positivity to build them 
entirely into a strong persona. You will have to concentrate to 
make your child a completely self actualized personality with 
a happy and self satisfactory state of mind. This will make the 
future of this generation better, confident and bright. 

Leading to Depression and prevention
Nearly half of the young generation is facing depression 
problems and we may know the reasons but immensely fail 
to stop working on them. A small offending statement hurts a 
person and can possibly convert him into a bad human for a 
while. We need to figure out that why every person takes even 
small things offending and make it a huge matter building more 
enemies around. All the cause behind is bullying resulting into 
depression. People are depressed only through a small incident 
and affect their lives greatly for minor issue. Depression is 
making our generation and elders stop their potentials and 
raise their negative characteristics.
Considerably, we can stop a system of bullying and depression 
by changing ourselves, our thoughts because we cannot 
entirely change the thinking of others. We have to change the 
educational, upbringing and teaching system so that children 
learn more about positivity and saying well. Materialism has to 
have a lower influence than actual individuality.

By Mahnoor Suleman

BOOK WORMLIST 
Find out your next cozy atmosphere with a pleasantly 

opportune shopping directory of upcoming soft-boiled 
mysteries! We present you some of the very interesting 
books to read in March 2017.  Here’s the list:

Name

Bel of the Brawl

Pekoe Most 
Poison

Cold Pressed 
Murder

Roux The Day

The Silence of 
the Flans

Gone With The 
Twins

Design For 
Murder

A Darling Of 
Death

Pressed To 
Death

Maggie McConnon

Laura Childs

Kelly Lane

Linda Wiken

Laura Bradford

Kylie Logan

Jessica, Fletcher 
& Reneé Paley

Gin Jones

Kirsten Weiss

Bel McGrath 
Mystery #2

A Tea Shop 
Mystery #18

Olive Grove 
Mystery #2

Dinner Club 
Mystery #2

Emergency 
Dessert Squad 

Mystery #2

League of 
Literary Ladies 

Mystery #5

Murder She 
Wrote #45

Helen Binney 
Mystery #5

Paranormal 
Museum 

Mystery #2

3/07

3/07

3/07

3/07

3/07

3/07

3/07

3/07

3/08

Author Series Date

Sync Reading
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Ronaldinho Expresses Excitement 
About Upcoming Trip To Pakistan

Manchester United Not Ready To Dominate
Again - Mourinho

Mcdavid Outduels Marchand As Oilers Win Battle Of 
Nhl Point Leaders

A week after announcing plans to visit Pakistan, renowned 
Brazilian footballer Ronaldinho on Wednesday took to 

Twitter to express his excitement about the trip and praise 
former Pakistan cricket team captain Shahid Afridi.

Earlier in the week, Afridi had welcomed Ronaldinho’s 
decision to visit Pakistan, saying “it is good to see more 
international sportsmen visiting my beloved country.” 

Calling Afridi the “cricket hero of Pakistan,” Ronaldinho 
replied that he was happy with Afridi’s sentiments 

regarding his visit.

“I look forward to my visit to Pakistan in July,” he added.

LONDON: Manchester United are not ready yet to become the dominant force in English 
football they were during the trophy-laden years of the Alex Ferguson era, manager 

Jose Mourinho has said. United have finished seventh, fourth and fifth in the Premier 
League since the retirement of Ferguson, who led the club to 13 Premier League titles, 
two Champions League trophies and five FA Cups in almost 27 years at Old Trafford. 
Mourinho, who has already won the League Cup in his first season in charge, believes 

the club is still far from ready to compete for major trophies on a consistent basis.
“We are not ready to be a dominant force. We are not ready to try and win everything,” 
the Portuguese, the club’s third permanent manager since Ferguson stood down. “Because 

of the nature of the club, and of myself, we are ready to fight for every game, every point. ”But there is 
a space between the general ambition of such a giant club and what we are in reality.” Mourinho, who 

won three league titles in two spells with Chelsea, also questioned the club’s transfer business under his 
predecessor Louis van Gaal, who sold strikers Danny Welbeck and Javier Hernandez as well as winger 

Angel Di Maria.

Connor McDavid knows that scoring goals isn’t his team’s concern. Leon Draisaitl had a goal and two 
assists and McDavid added three assists as the Edmonton Oilers won their second game in a row, beating 
up on the Boston Bruins 7-4 on Thursday. Combined with their 7-1 win over Dallas on Tuesday, the Oilers 
have 14 goals in their last two games. But the Edmonton captain says his team needs to tighten up in the 

defensive end. “We can’t expect to keep doing that,” McDavid said about the recent scoring. “It’s good that 
we are finding ways to create offence, but we also gave up a lot of chances tonight. Giving up four goals is 

not good enough.”

Tweets
- Welcome @10Ronaldinho it is 
good to see more international 
sportsmen visiting my beloved 
country... #football #Pakistan

Feliz pelas palavras Shahid 
Afridi BOOM BOOM herói 
de críquete do Paquistão. 

Aguardo c grande expectativa 
minha visita ao Paquistão em 

julho
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